### Core Courses
- IR 701 Fundamentals of IR
- IR/RN 561 Religion & IR
- AN/IR 563 Public Rel & Pol
- Either RN 795 or RN 796

### General IR Requirements:
- Language Exam Passed?
- Language
- Research or Policy Paper
- Oral Defense

### International Relations Track

### MA Paper Workshop
- IR 799A MA Paper Workshop
- IR 799B MA Paper Workshop

### Electives
- 3 Approved Graduate Level Courses

### Religious Tradition Track

### Notes on Petitioned Courses

---

**You have completed:**
- 0 of 4 Core Courses,
- 0 MA Paper Workshop,
- 0 of 4 IR Track Courses,
- 0 of 4 Religion Track Courses,
- 0 of 3 Electives,
- 0 of 16 Total Courses,
- 0 of 64 Required Credits.